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Fern: 
Recently the PRI organization debuted a new member booth on the show floor. Talk about 
what that space meant to PRI and your brand and how Fern helped bring that vision to 
reality.

Karin: 
It started like a lot of things for the show; I reached out to Greg, our Fern Account Executive, 
and said we wanted an area on the floor that encompassed everything under the umbrella of 
PRI – the trade show, the magazine, the road tour, membership, etc. Greg engaged Fern team 
members MacKenzie and Kathy, and after some initial conversations Kathy went to town on 
creating a space that would expand, expose, and endorse all that PRI does as an organization.

Not only was the final product on-point from a brand perspective, but it also had all of the 
functional elements allowing us to tell the PRI story, engage with our members and hold 
meetings. 

When I saw the booth for the first time, I could not have been happier. Jamie, PRI’s President,  
was ecstatic, and the booth really helped us make that connection with our customers. The 
entire PRI team loved it. Hats off to Fern.

Fern: 
PRI has worked with Fern for over 30 years. Why Fern and why 
has the relationship been successful?

Karin: 
Another way to answer the question is, why would we go with 
anybody else? Ultimately, PRI remains with Fern because of the 
lasting relationship and the dedication that Fern has towards 
the PRI Show. It’s obvious that together we want to deliver a 
top-notch event, and with Fern’s help we raise the bar every 
single year.    

In today’s environment with live, in-person events you have to 
kick it up a notch and have a little something extra each year so 
it does not become stale and boring. If your attendees start to 
walk the show and get that same old feeling they might skip a 
year or not come back at all.

The relationship we have with Fern has been so successful due 
to a combination of two things. First it starts with the people. 
From Greg and MacKenzie to the entire team on the docks, the 
marshalling yards, the floor supervisors, the service desk team, 
and everyone else on the Fern team on-site at the event. The 
Fern team is always asking, “Is everything OK? Is there 
anything I can do?” The dedication to customer service is 
evident and genuine.

Secondly, a strong level of communication is vital. The Fern 
team is continually engaged and asking questions, as well as 
listening to suggestions from exhibitors and attendees that 
create a true sense of partnership between PRI and Fern.

Fern: 
As a general statement, PRI has a high exhibiting company ratio 
to gross square foot compared to events of similar size. How does 
Fern work with you and the exhibitors to ensure that everything 
is handled appropriately and efficiently to get them in and out of 
the event in a timely manner?

Karin: 
We maximize every square foot of that the building as well as the 
campus; every nook and cranny is occupied by a booth or 
show-related activity. It comes down to consistent communication 
and planning between the PRI team and the Fern team. Every 
exhibitor is contacted pre-event, given a targeted move-in time 
that works for them as well as the show. That is then coordinated 
with the other aspects of their space such as carpet and power. It 
is a carefully choregraphed dance routine led by Fern that 
involves the exhibitors, the facility, and other service providers.

The beauty of the planning and all of us being in sync is that when 
a little extra time is needed in one area or an exhibitor runs into a 
snag it is easier to adjust the plan, help them out and then get 
back to the original plan.

What I find interesting is that some events are so quick to jump 
on new technology, but most times basic communication, talking 
and picking up the phone, is the most efficient tool. Yes, we have 
the Exhibitor Customer Service Reps on the floor with iPads, but 
they are talking with the exhibitor directly and using the technolo-
gy to support the service experience and communication, not 
replace it.  Sometimes it is best to fall back on the basics.

    …there’s a true 
sense of partnership 
and camaraderie in 
the relationship that 
we don’t take for 
granted.
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    The dedication to customer 
service is evident and genuine.
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